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illustrated.1818 Excerpt: ... OTHELLO. It
has been said that tragedy purifies the
affections by terrour and pity. That is, it
substitutes imaginary sympathy for mere
selfishness. It gives us a high and
permanent interest, beyond ourselves, in
humanity as such. It raises the great, the
remote, and the possible to an equality with
the real, the little and the near. It makes
man a partaker with his kind. It subdues
and softens the stubbornness of his will. It
teaches him that there are and have been
others like himself, by shewing him, as in a
glass, what they have felt, thought, and
done. It opens the chambers of the human
heart. It leaves nothing indifferent to us
that can affect our common nature. It
excites our sensibility by exhibiting the
passions wound up to the utmost pitch by
the power of imagination or the temptation
of circumstances; and corrects their fatal
excesses in ourselves, by pointing to the
greater extent of sufferings and of crimes
to,which they have led others. Tragedy
creates a balance of the affections. It makes
us thoughtful spectators in the lists of life.
It is the refiner of the species; a discipline
of humanity. The habitual study of poetry
and works of imagination is one chief part
of a well grounded education. A taste for
liberal art is necessary to complete the
character of a gentleman. Science alone is
hard and mechanical. It exercises the
understanding upon things out of ourselves,
while it leaves the affections unemployed,
or engrossed with our own immediate,
narrow interests.--Othello furnishes an
illustration of these remarks. It excites our
sympathy in an extraordinary degree. The
moral it conveys has a closer application to
the concerns of human life than that of any
other of Shakspeares plays. It comes
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directly home to the bosoms and business
of me...
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Shakespeares 25 greatest characters - Theatre - The Telegraph The top 20 characters in Shakespeares works by total
number of lines for each play. Biggest Roles - List of William Shakespeares best characters. Shakespeare wrote
between 37 and 40 plays (depending on who you ask), and they are filled with many, many none Characters of
Shakespeares plays : Hazlitt, William, 1778-1830 Can you name the Shakespearean play by its characters? Test your
knowledge on this literature quiz to see how you do and compare your score to others. Shakespeare Characters A to
Z: A complete list of every Macbeth: Macbeth: Macduff: Macmorris (fict) is an Irish captain in Henry V. He is said to
be Shakespeares only Irish character. Maecenas (hist) is a follower of Caesar in Antony and Cleopatra. Malcolm (hist) is
the eldest son of Duncan in Macbeth. Shakespeare Plays by Character Quiz - Sporcle There are many lists out there
that purport to be complete, but none of them have done what weve doneactually compile each and every character,
including Characters of Shakespeares Plays, by William Hazlitt : Hamlet Mar 24, 2012 The Cultural Olympiad is
preparing to stage all his plays. Prospero is one of Shakespeares great old men. His interaction with Ariel and
Characters of Shakespeares Plays: William Hazlitt: 9781407629964 Free eBook: Characters of Shakespeares Plays
by William Hazlitt. With an introduction by Arthur Quiller-Couch. Shakespeares Words Male characters ordered by
part-size Preface. Cymbeline. Coriolanus. Falstaff (Henry IV and The Merry Wives of Windsor) Hamlet. King Lear.
Macbeth. Complete List of Shakespeares Characters - Jul 16, 2010 texts. Characters of Shakespeares plays. by
Hazlitt, William, 1778-1830. Published 1921. Topics Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Identifier Characters of
Shakespeares Plays, William Hazlitt - Project Gutenberg This is that Hamlet the Dane, whom we read of in our
youth, and whom we seem almost to remember in our after-years he who made that famous soliloquy on Characters of
Shakespeares Plays, by William Hazlitt : Macbeth This table gives line and word counts for the male characters in the
plays. The results can be shown in ascending or descending order by clicking on the red Characters of Shakespeares
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Plays - William Hazlitt - Google Books Apr 11, 2017 To celebrate Shakespeares quatercentenary, The Telegraphs
writers choose his greatest London theatre: the best plays and shows on now. Types of Female Characters in
Shakespeare - ThoughtCo This article is an index of characters appearing in the plays of William Shakespeare whose
Aaron is an evil moorish character in Titus Andronicus. .. He is also a character in Henry V, who goes to war with
Pistol, Bardolph and A number of characters speak epilogues, including Chorus (in Henry V), Gower, Prospero Best
Shakespeare Character List of Top Characters in William Dec 30, 2014 Characters of Shakespeares Plays, By
William Hazlitt. London: Printed by C. H. Reynell, 21 Piccadilly, 1817. William Hazlitt (17781830) came List of
Shakespearean characters (AK) - Wikipedia 1,224 characters found. Sort by number of speeches. Speeches,
Character, Plays (click to see characters speeches). 57, Aaron, Titus. 2, Abbot, Richard2. CHARACTERS OF
SHAKESPEARES PLAYS - Saylor Academy Pages in category Male Shakespearean characters. The following 153
pages are in this category, out of 153 total. This list may not reflect recent changes Characters of Shakespeares Plays:
William Hazlitt: 9781426411854 Online text from the University of Toronto English Library by William Hazlitt
(1817). Characters of Shakespeares Plays / William Hazlitt Want a run-down of Shakespeares characters in one of
Shakespeares play? Click on the play below to find the full list of characters Shakespeare created and used: Characters
in Macbeth, characters in Characters in Titus Andronicus. Shakespeare characters, sorted alphabetically :: Open
Source Also, Ive found meanings of names in baby name books that are based on Shakespeares plays. For example, In
one book, the name Ariel (from Hebrew, Characters in Shakespeares Plays: Shakespeare Character List Title,
Characters of Shakespeares Plays Wiley & Putnams library of choice reading. Author, William Hazlitt. Publisher, Wiley
and Putnam, 1845. Original from UTEL: Characters of Shakespears Plays, by William Hazlitt (1817) Women in
Shakespeare is a topic within the especially general discussion of Shakespeares dramatic and poetic works. Main
characters such as Dark Lady of the sonnets, have elicited a Women in Shakespearean plays have always had important
roles, sometimes the leading role. Whether they are here to change up the Characters of Shakespeares Plays by
William - Project Gutenberg The 10 best Shakespeare characters Culture The Guardian Shakespeare excelled
in the openings of his plays: that of Macbeth is the most striking of any. The wildness of the scenery, the sudden shifting
of the situations Category:Male Shakespearean characters - Wikipedia Read the full-text online edition of Characters
of Shakespeares Plays: and Lectures on the English Poets (1920). List of Shakespearean characters (LZ) - Wikipedia
Sep 27, 2016 This guide looks at the most common types of female characters in Shakespeares plays from the bawdy
woman to the scheming femme fatal Women in Shakespeares works - Wikipedia
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